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VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS AND E.lAIL (ReiæConnnepts@fl:£a.iæov)

November 26,2010

Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Attention: CommentslRN 2590-AA35
Federal Housing Finance Agency
Fourh Floor~ 1700 G Street~ N."W.
"Washington~ DC 20552

Re: RI 2590-AA35
..

Dear Mr. Pollard:

This letter pertains to the Federal Housing Finance Agency ("Finance Agency" or ."FHFA")
publication for comment in the September 30, 2010 Federal Register a proposed rule C.Proposed
Rule") intended to implement a provision in the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008
C.HERA") requiring the Finance Agency to make available to each FHLBan informationrelating to the financial condition of all other FHLBanks to assist the FHLBans in their joint
and several liabÚity determinations in connection vvith the FHLBanks' consolidated obligations
C.COs").
As vve understand the FHF A ~ s proposal, information shared under the Proposed Rule vvould
include the final Report of Exmnination C"ROE") for each FHLBan and any other supervisory
reports that the Finance Agency issues to an FHLBank's Board of Directors. Findings
memoranda and other supervisory communications that are not issued to an FHLBan's Board
vvould not be shared by the Finance Agency. Under the proposal, the Finance Agency vvould
directly provide to each FHLBan the most recent ROE of the other FHLBans. The affected
FHLBan vvould have the opportunity to request that the Finance Agency redact from the ROE
paricular information that is .proprietary' materiaL.
The FHLBNY supports the idea of having the FHF A share information that vvill enhance our
ability to evaluate the financial condition of the other FHLBanks. Hovvever, vve are of the vievv
that the sharing of ROEs is probably not the best method of providing the FHLBans vvth the
information needed to make such evaluation. There are a number of reasons vvhy vve maintain
this vievv. For exmnple, information discussed in an ROE vvill likely be out of date by the time
the report is issued and thereafter provided by the FHFA to a FHLBank. Furher, vve believe that
most of the information in another FHLBan~s ROE vvill likely not be relevant to the stated
intent of the provision of HERA that is behind the Proposed Rule.
Here, vve observe that the basis for the information sharing provision in HERA is to help ensure
that each FHLBan has sufficient information to evaluate the financial condition of the other
FHLBans to assess the likelihood that it may be obligated to make payments on behalf of
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another FHLBan under the joint and several liability on the FHLBans' cas. "With this in mind~
the FHLBNY recommends that the disclosure of information about another FHLBan by the
FHF A should be limited to the provision of specific financial condition and other information
that could give the FHLBans direct and clear insight as to vvhat the FHFA might do. Such
information could include, for eXalple, confirmations from the FHF A that each FHLBan has
submitted its quarerly .966.9' certification (vvhereby each FHLBan is required by regulation to
certify each quarer to the FHF A that it vvill remain capable of making full and timely payment
of all of its current obligations~ including direct obligations, coming due during the next quarer).,;
The FHF A might consider modifying the quarerly certification to cover a longer period rather
than creating a nevv report.

If the FHLBNY vvas provided vvith information that indicated one or more other FHLBans
might not be able to meet their obligations for the principal and interest on the cas for vvhich
they are directly responsible, the disclosure by the FHLBNY vvould be limited to that
information -- unless the FHFA disclosed to the Ban additional information about the agency's
ovv specific intentions.
In conclusion, vve believe that the FHFA can best meet the requirements of HERA vvith respect
to information sharing by limiting the disclosures related to other FHLBans to information that
focuses on the ability of each FHLBan to meet its direct obligations for the payinent of
principal and interest on issued cas.

Than you for your consideration of our comments.

Very truly yours,
.~

Officer
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